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Let F be a finite set of polynomials in A[x], where A is a commutative ring and x is a single
variable. This paper is concerned with what properties are imposed on the coefficients of these
polynomials if F is assumed to be a Grebner basis. When A = R[y] for some commutative
ring R, we characterize Grebner bases in R[y, x] in terms of Grebner bases in R[y][x] and
Griibner bases in R[y]. We then address the question of lifting Grebner bases from A to A[x]
by examining the relationship between' Szekeres bases and Grebner bases. Finally we show
that if A is a UFD, then, if the elements of F form a Grebner basis and are relatively prime,
the same is true of the leading coefficients of the polynomials in F.
Introduction
The main theme of this paper is to consider the following type of question. Let R be a
commutative ring and let x be a single indeterminant. Then, how are the properties of
Grabner bases in the ring R[x] reflected in the ring R. The point here is to be able to
deal with Grabner bases recursively in the number of variables for polynomial rings in
many variables. In the first section the ring R is replaced by the ring R[y] for n variables
y = {Ylo ... ,Yn} and the relationships are explored between Grabner bases in R[y, x],
R[y][x] and R[y]. We will characterize Grabner bases in R[y, x] with coefficients in R
in terms of Grabner bases in R[y, x] with coefficients in R[y] and Grabner bases in R[y]
with coefficients in R. In the next section we will consider the equivalence between a
Grabner basis in R[x] and the concept of a Szekeres basis. Szekeres bases were introduced
by Shtokhamer (1975; 1976; 1988) and generalize some work of Szekeres (1952) (see also
Ayoub, 1983). We should note that our definition of Szekeres basis is different from the
one that appears in Shtokhamer. It has a different focus and is somewhat less general,
but contains the essential concept. One of Shtokhamer's principal aims was to do
constructive algebra by inducting from R to R[x]. Finally, in the last section we specialize
to the case where R is a unique factorization domain, and discuss the relationship between
the greatest common divisor of a Grabner basis and the greatest common divisor of the
leading coefficients of the Grabner basis. The results of this section generalize a result
of Lazard (1985) and Szekeres (1952) from the case where R is a principal ideal domain
to the case where R is a unique factorization domain. This allows us to apply our result
to polynomial rings in more than one variable.
1. Definitions
Let R be a commutative ring with identity. Set R[x] = R[XI, . . . , xm ] , the polynomial
ring over R in m variables. We assume that we are given a term order on the power
products in the variables Xlo'." xm • Given any fE R[x] writef= cX +f' where CE R, X
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is a power product and f' contains only power products smaller than X. We make the
following definitions:
It(f) =cX, the leading term off,
lc(f) = c, the leading coefficient of f,
Ip(f) = X, the leading power product of f.
For a subset F of R[x], we define
Lt(F) =the ideal generated by all It(f) for fe F.
We also let (F) denote the ideal of R[x] generated by the set F.
From Maller (1988) we have
THEOREM 1.1. The following are equivalent for a subset F =U;, ... ,I,} of R[x].
(1) Lt(F) = Lt«F».
(2) For allfe(F), we have
I
I> L hd; where h, e R[x] and Ip(f) = max Ip(h;)lp(f;)
i=l ISIS'
(1.1)
(1.2)
(1.3)
(we say f has a Grabner basis representation with respect to F).
(3) For any syzygy (c, T l , ... , C,T,) of (It(fl), ... , It(f,» (i.e. L:=l c;1';lt(/;) =0) where
c,e R, 1';is a power product, andfor all i,j with c,~ 0, Cj ~ 0 we have 1';lp(/;) = ~lp(Jj),
the S-polynomial f =L:=l Cj1';/; has a Grabner basis representation with respect to F.
DEFINITION 1.2. Any subset F of R[x] satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.1 is called
a Grabner basis. When there is more than one ring being considered and the context may
be unclear, we will say that "F is a Grabner basis in R[x] with coefficients in R".
Maller (1988) called such sets "weak Grabner bases" in order to distinguish them from
sets with more stringent conditions that he called "strong Grabner bases", but we will
not consider this stronger condition. Both concepts coincide if the ring R is a field and
give the usual definition of Grabner basis as introduced by Buchberger (1965).
2. Characterizations of Grobner Bases
We will use the following notation. Let R be a commutative ring with identity. Consider
two sets of variables y ={Yl, ... ,Yn} and x ={x., ... , x m } and let R[y, x] denote the
polynomial ring in the variables y and x. Assume that the power products in the variables
y and x have an order <y and <x respectively. Define an order on the power products
in both variables y and x as follows: if Y l and Y2 are power products in the y variables
and Xl and X 2 are power products in the x variables we say
YIXI < Y2X2 if and only if Xl<, X 2 or x, = X 2 and Y l <y Y2 •
The notation of (1.1) and (1.2) will be used for the ordering < for polynomials in R[y, x]
with coefficients in R. The corresponding concepts will be designated by Itx , etc. for
the ordering -c, in R[y, x] =(R[y])[x] with coefficients in R[y], and by Ity, etc. for
the ordering <y in R[y] with coefficients in R. We have the basic identities that for
any polynomial f in R[y, x], It(f) = It(ltAf), Ip(f) = Ipy(lcAf»lpAf), and lc(f) =
lcy(lcAf).
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We are interested in the relationships among the following notions. Suppose that
F ={II,... ,ft} is a subset of R[y, x]. Set G ={lcAfl)' . . . , IcAft)}. Is F a Grabner basis
with coefficients in the ring R? Is F a Grabner basis with coefficients in the ring R[y]?
Also, is G a Grabner basis in R[y] with coefficients in the ring R? There is a more
technical transitivity condition that plays a role in this, namely is Lt(F) = Lt(LtAF»
and is Lt«F» =Lt(LtA(F»)? In various places in the literature, e.g. Spear (1977), Bayer
& Stillman (1987) and Gianni et al. (1988), some ofthese relationships have been examined.
In this section we study these properties and their relationships in greater detail.
We adopt the notation that
};(y, x) = gj(y)Xj+lower terms in the x variables,
where X, is a power product in the x variables. That is, leA};) = gh IpA};) = Xi> and
G ={g), ... , g,l.
We first prove
PROPOSITION 2.1. IfF is a Griibner basis in R[y, x] with coefficients in the ring R, then F
is a Griibner basis in R[y, x] with coefficients in the ring R[y] and G is a Griibner basis in
R[y] with coefficients in the ring R.
PROOF. We first show that F is a Grabner basis with coefficients in the ring R[y]. We
will use property (1) of Theorem 1.1, namely, we will prove that LtAF) =LtA(F». One
inclusion is trivial, so let f E (F). Using (2) in Theorem 1.1 we may write
D
f= L aj}jTj};J
j=1
where aj E R, }j is a power product in y, Tj is a power product in x, the lp( }jTj};) are
decreasing (not necessarily strictly), and Ip(J) = YI TIlp(};.). Let io be least such that
YioTiolp(};j) > Yio+ 1 Tjo+tlp(};jo+'). Then since lp(f) = YI TIlp(};) we see that
jo jo
.L aj}jT}t(};) = YI TIlp(};) .L a}c(};) ¥-o.
J=I J=I
Choose i, <::=io least such that TjJpA};j) = Tj,Xjj ¥- Tj,+IXjJ +I = Tj,+llpA};j +'). Then from
the definition of the order> we see th~t for all j > i, we hOave that Tj,Xjlt°> TjXiJ. It then
follows that
ItAJ) =JI aj}jTjgijXjj =(JI aj}jgiJ) TIXj,
provided that h =L~~ I aj}jgjJ¥-O. But
jo jo
ltih) = L aj }jlty(gj) = YIlpy(gj) L ajlc(};) ¥-0,
j=1 j=1
as was noted above. Since ItA};) = giXh we see that ItAJ) E LtAF), as desired.
In order to prove the second statement we will show that condition (1) in Theorem
1.1 is valid for G contained in R[y], namely that, Lty( G) =Lty«G» where (G) is the
ideal generated by G in the ring R[y]. One inclusion is trivial, so let h =h(y) E (G) where
h ¥-O. Write h =L:=I hjgj where h, E R[y]. Set X = Icm{X), •.• , X,} and set h'=
L:=I hj};X/XjE(F)£ R[y, x]. Now h ¥-0 and ItAhj};X/ Xj) = hjgjX implies ItAh') = hX
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and so It(h') = Ity(h)X. On the other hand, It(h') E Lt«F» =Lt(F) implies
t ,
It(h') = I Sjlt(];) = I Sjlty{gj)Xj
j=1 j=1
for some monomials S, in y and x. Equating these two expressions for ltih'), we see that
we must be able to cancel the X, that is, setting S; = SjX;/X we obtain
t
lty(h) = I S;lty(gJ E u.;G)
j=1
as desired.
Of a more technical nature we prove
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that Lt(F) = Lt(LtAF». Then G is a Griibner basis in R[y] with
coefficients in R. If, in addition, we assume that F is a Griibner basis in R[y, x] with
coefficients in R[y], then Lt«F» = Lt(LtA(F») and F is a Griibner basis in R[y, x] with
coefficients in R.
PROOF. The proof of the first statement follows very closely the proof of the second
statement in Proposition 2.1. So, as there, let h =h(y) E (G), and write h =I:=I hjg j where
h, E R[y] and h;>f O. Set X = Icm{XI> ... , X,} and h' = I:=I h.g.X. Then
t X ' X
h' = j~1 hj X
j
gjXj = j~1 h, X
j
ItAft) E LtAF)
and so It(h') E Lt(LtAF» = Lt(F) (by hypothesis). Thus, noting that, It{ll') = lty(h )X, the
proof ends in precisely the same way as the above one.
We now assume also that F is a Grabner basis with coefficients in R[y], that is
LtAF) =LtA(F». Thus,
Lt(LtA(F))) = Lt(LtAF» = Lt(F) s Lt«F».
The reverse inclusion is automatic, and so we have proved Lt«F» = Lt(LtA(F))). Using
this we get easily,
Lt(F) = Lt(LtAF» = Lt(LtA(F») = Lt«F»,
that is, F is a Grabner basis in R[y, x] with coefficients in R.
For the remaining results of this section, we must specialize to the case m =1. (Indeed,
we will give examples that show that the results that would correspond to the ones below
in case m> 1 are false.) In this case, we will denote the single variable XI by just x. We
assume that the II> ••• ,f, are ordered so that XI:s; X 2:s; ••• :S;X,. We set X, =xv" so that
VI:S; V2:S; ••• :S; v,. Let F o denote the initial segment ofII, ••• ,f, of lowest degree in x. Let
F I denote the next segment of II, •.• ,f, of next lowest degree in x. Similarly, construct
F2 , ••• , Fs • Thus F, is all the polynomials among II, ... ,f, of highest degree in x. Also
set G, ={lcAf) lIE F;}. Finally, set g;j = Fou· .. u F, and rJj = Gou' .. u Gj • We assume
that for all i =0,1, ... , s, g;j ={!J, ... ,f,j.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume that m = 1 and that F is a Griibner basis in R[y, x] with
coefficients in R. Then lor all i =0,1, ... , s, we have that g;j is a Griibner basis in R[y, x]
with coefficients in R and with coefficients in R[y], and rJj is a Griibner basis in R[y] with
coefficients in R.
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PROOF. We will use condition (3) of Theorem 1.1 for a fixed fh Let (c, T" ... , c"T,) be
a syzygy of (It(!J.), ... , It(f,,» as in Theorem 1.1(3). It suffices to show that f =r;'=, Cj7jJj
has a Grabner basis representation with respect to fJ';, where we may assume that GCD
(TI , ••• , T,,) = 1. In this case, because of the definition of the ordering, the syzygy property
of the 7j's, and the assumption that the X, = IpAD are increasing we see that the x degree
of T" is O. Since F is a Grabner basis in R[y, x] with coefficients in R, we have
" ,
f = r Cj7jJj = r hjJj
j=1 j=1
(2.1)
where hj E R[y, x] and Ip(f) = maxl SjS, Ip(hj)lp(Jj). Since each term on the left-hand side
of(2.1) has the same leading power product we see that for any v = 1, ... , t for which h,,;6 0
Ip(f,,):S ~t.Jt Ip(hj)lp(Jj) = Ip(f) < T,Jp(f,).
(We have a strict inequality in the last statement because r;'=, cj7j It (Jj ) =0.) This implies,
by the definition of the ordering in the variables y, x, that degxf,,:Sdegxf" for all v for
which h; ~ O. Thus, since 1" E fJ'j, we have from the definition of fJ'j that the sum on the
right side of (2.1) actually only goes up to t., which gives us that fJ'j is a Grabner basis.
The proof of the rest of the proposition follows immediately from the fact just proven
and Proposition 2.1.
As noted above, the statement in Proposition 2.3 is false if m> 1. Indeed, let R be a
field, n=l, m=2, and assume that XI<X2' Setfl=yixi+xl+l,f2=(l+y;)x~+I,and
.h=xix~+ XIX~+X~- y,xi+ xi. We have that fJ'o={JI}, fJ'1 ={JIJ2}, and fF2={!J. ,h,h}·
It is readily checked that fJ'1 is not a Grabner basis while F = fF2 is a Grabner basis. We
now prove
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume that m =1. Then for all i =0, 1, . .. , s, Wj is a Griibner basis in
R[y] if and only iffor all i = 0,1, . . . , s, Lt(LtAfFj » = Lt(~).
PROOF. First note that the sufficiency is proved in a stronger form in Lemma 2.2. So
assume that for all i =0, 1, .. . , S, CfJ/ is a Grabner basis in R[y]. It suffices to prove the
desired conclusion for i = t, that is, to show that Lt(LtAF» = Lt(F). One inclusion is
trivial. Conversely, let h e LtAF) and we will show that It(h) E Lt(F). Recalling that
ItAJj) = gj(y)x\ we may write
t t
h = r hiY, x)ltAJj) = r hj(y, x)gj(y)x "J.
j=1 j=1
a(y)= r h;kgj;60.
k+v, =v
Thus leAh) = a(y) and It(h) = It,,(a)x". Define i to be the largest integer such that for all
Jj E fFit we have vj:s v. Then we see that a (y) E (Wj ) . Then from our hypothesis and Theorem
1.1(1) we have It,,(a) E Lt,,«f§)) = Lt,.(W). Hence It,,(a) =r;'=, Sjlt,,(gj) where the Sj are
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monomials in the Y variables only. So final1y, recalling that for al1 j in the last sum we
have v 2: Vj, we obtain
" '.
It(h) = Ity(a)x" = L S)ty(gj)X" = L Sjx"-"·Ity(gj)X"·
j=1 j=1
t
= L Sjx"-"'It(f) E Lt(F),
j=1
as desired.
We note that Proposition 2.4 is also false if m > 1. As an example, let R be a field and
take n = 1, m =2 with lexicographical ordering on XI' X2 with XI < X2' Set II = xi, h.=
YI(l+YI)xix2, and/3=YI(2+YI)xlxL and let F={fI>h.,J;}. Then F is not a Grabner
basis (F' = Fu {Ylxixn is a Grabner basis for (F». We have that S'o= {fl}, S'I ={f1'/2},
and S'2={I.,h.,};} and so Wo={t}, WI ={I, YI(1 +YI)}' and W2={I, YI(1 +YI), YI(2+ YI)}
and so Wo, WI> W2 are al1 Grabner bases. Final1y we see that Lt(LtAF» = Lt«F» and
so F is not a Grabner basis implies that Lt(LtAF» ~ Lt(F).
It should also be noted that although in Proposition 2.4 we did not need the statement
about al1 the S';'s to draw the conclusion about a given Wj, we did need the statement
about al1 the W;'s to draw the conclusion about a given S'j. Indeed, the example fol1owing
Theorem 2.5 shows that this is the case. We now have the main result of this section.
THEOREM 2.5. Assume that m =1. Then F is a Grabner basis in R[y, x] with coefficients
in R if and only if
(1) F is a Grabner basis in R[y, x] with coefficients in R[y]; and
(2) For all i =0, 1, ... , s, Wj is a Grabner basis in R[y] with coefficients in R.
PROOF. In the case that F is a Grabner basis in R[y, x] with coefficients in R, the
assertions are contained in Proposition 2.1 and 2.3, respectively. Conversely we note that
from Proposition 2.4, (2) implies that Lt(LtAS'J) = Lt(S'j) which together with (1) gives
the desired result from Lemma 2.2.
The fol1owing is an example which shows that the assertion of Theorem 2.5 is false if
we just assume (1) and that G (not al1 of the WJ is a Grabner basis in R[y]. Let R be
a field. Set I. =gl =YIY2,h. = g2 =Y~+Y2+ yi+ Yl and 13= g3X=Yix+ Ylx. Here n = 2 and
the ordering on the Y variables is assumed to be lexicographical with YI <Y2' We first
observe that G ={gl' g2, g3} is a Grabner basis while Wo={gl' g2} is not a Grabner basis.
Moroever one easily checks that LtAF) = (F), where F ={fl '/2,J;}. However F is not a
Grabner basis, indeed
F' ={I.,/2' yi+Yl, Y1X}
is a Grabner basis for (F) in R[YI> Y2, x]. We then get
Ltx(F) = (F) = (F') = LtAF') = LtA(F'» = LtA(F»
using Proposition 1.1. This last, using Theorem 1.1 shows that F is a Grabner basis with
coefficients in R[YI' Y2]while above we observed that G is a Grabner basis with coefficients
in R; but F is not a Grabner basis with coefficients in R.
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3. Relations with Szekeres Bases
Shtokhamer (1975; 1976; 1988) introduces the concept of a Szekeres basis which he.
notes is similar to a Grobner basis. (See also Ayoub (1983) and Szekeres (1952).) In this
section we will discuss how to go between a Szekeres basis and a Grebner basis. That
is, we will attach to any finite set of polynomials a sequence of polynomial vectors which
in the case where the original polynomials are a Grobner basis will turn out to be a
Szekeres basis in the sense defined by Shtokhamer (1988). Conversely, if this sequence
of vectors is a Szekeres basis, then the original set of polynomials is a Grebner basis.
For our convenience we will define the original set to be a Szekeres basis, rather than
the vector sequence as was, in effect, done in Shtokhamer (1988) (see Definition 3.2 below).
We assume that R is a commutative ring and that x is a single variable. We will adopt
the notation established after the proof of Lemma 2.2 in the previous section, except that,
since the y variables play no role here, we will assume that n = o. So in particular, we
assume that we have a subset F ={f., ... ,I,} of R[x].
It is convenient, since our case here is for one variable, to reformulate Theorem 1.1(3).
Itstresses the ability to construct a Grobner basis one variable at a time, a point emphasized
by Shtokhamer (1988). Namely, one can construct a Grobner basis in R[x] by constructing
certain syzygy modules over the ring R without the variable x, and thus recursively, using
the results of the previous section and methods for computing syzygies, construct a
Grebner basis for an ideal in a polynomial ring in many variables.
LEMMA 3.1. Theset Fis a Grbbner basis in R[x] ifand only ifgiven any syzygy (a., . . . , at)
in R t of (lc(J.), ... , lc(f,)) and T such that aT~ 0 while a, =0 for all i> T, we have
T
f= L ajx~'-~'/;
i=.
has a Griibner basis representation with respect to F (see Theorem 1.1).
(3.1)
PROOF. First, if we assume that F is a Grebner basis and define in Theorem 1.1(3)
cjT; =a.x":-". for i s: T and c,=0 for i> T, we immediately get that the expression f in
(3.1) has a Grobner basis representation with respect to F. Conversely, assume we have
the condition stated in the lemma. We will verify the condition (3) in Theorem I.1 to
show that F is a Grobner basis. So let (a.x'\ ... , atxa,) be a syzygy of (It(J.), ... , It(f,))
such that for all i,j with a, ~ 0 and aj ~ 0 we have a, + Vj =aj + Vj. Let T be largest such
that a; ~ O. Thus for all i such that ai ~ 0 we have ai + Vj =aT+ VT and Vj:S VT. Then by
hypothesis the expression in (3.1) has a Grobner basis representation with respect to F
and so
t T
f= L aiXa,/; =x": L ajx"·-"'/;
j=. j=.
has one also.
Thus in order to show that F is a Grobner basis, one needs to determine all R syzygies
of CfJ..... , CfJs and show that (1.3) holds for the corresponding expressions (3.1). The
reason one has to consider all of the CfJj separately is because in Lemma 3.1 the sum goes
only up to the highest non-zero a; with the powers of x correspondingly adjusted.
Determining if (1.3) holds for this expression amounts to solving equations in R as well.
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We now need to introduce a new sequence attached to F. Each of the polynomials in
Fj have a common degree which we will denote by J1-j (0:::; t s: s). We assume that the
polynomials in F are all distinct so that the F or F, can be viewed interchangeably as
sets or vectors over R[x]. When we take the union of two such sets we assume as vectors
they are ordered in the obvious fashion. With these conventions we define the sets (vectors)
MI'(J1-o:::; J1-:::; J1-s) recursively as follows
_ {XMI'-t if WJf J1-j(O:::; i:::; s)
MI'- M J::"fX I'-t U rj 1 J1- = J1-j.
Here MI'fJ=Fo. (Note that degf=J1- for all fEMw ) If MI'=(mlt ... ,mr) then set
CI' = (lc(m t), • . • , lc(mr». Of course, there is an i such that CI' = Cfij •
DEFINITION 3.2. We call F a Szekeres basis provided that for all J1- = J1-o, ... , J1-.. and
any syzygy B = (b t, ... , br) E R' of CI" there are constant vectors VI'fJ"'" VI'-t such that
I'-t
BMI'= I \j~.
j=p.o
(In Shtokhamer the sequence of vectors MI' is called a Szekeres basis.)
(3.2)
PROPOSITION 3.3. TIle sequence F is a Grbbner basis if and only if it is a Szekeres basis.
PROOF. We first assume that F is a Grabner basis. So let J1- be given where J1-o:::; J1-:::; J1-s'
With MI' = (mt, ••• , mr) let B =(b t, .•• , br) ERr be a syzygy of Cw Then (at, ... , at),
where a, = b, if t s: rand a, = 0 if i> r, is a syzygy of (lc(ft), .•• , lc(f,». Thus defining T
as in Lemma 3.1 (so T:::; r), we have the expression (3.1) satisfies (1.3) in Theorem 1.1
(i.e. it has a Grabner basis representation with respect to F). Since (at, ... , a,) is a syzygy
of (lc(ft), •.. , lc(f,», we have that in (1.3),
Thus,
max (deg hj+ lj):::; vT - l :::; J1--1.
tSjS,
T T 1-'-1
BM I'-V ~ v -v,, ~ 1'-'- h.L ~ V:MI'= x T L. ajx T lJj = L. X T 'iJj= L. j 'I»
j~t j=t j=p.o
(3.3)
where the \j are defined by equating coefficients in the last two sums and we note that
the last sum only goes up to J1- -1 by (3.3).
Conversely, assume that F is a Szekeres basis. Let (alt ... , a,) in R' be a syzygy of
(lc(ft), ... , lc(f,» and define T andf as in Lemma 3.1. We will show thatf has a Grabner
basis representation with respect to F, thus verifying the condition in Lemma 3.1. If we
set J1- = VT and MI' = (mt, ... , mr) (so r e T) we have that B = (at, .•• , ar) is a syzygy of
Cw Thus by hypothesis, we have the expression (3.2). Moreover it is clear thatf= BMw
Then if deg f?: J1- -1 the expression on the right side of (3.2) gives the Grabner basis
representation of f. Otherwise, we must have VI'-t Crt = 0, that is, VI'-t is a syzygy of
Crt. Thus by hypothesis we have VI'-tMp.-t =I;::o Vj~ for some constant vectors Vj.
Substituting this expression into (3.2) we have that, if degf?: J1- - 2, then this is a Grabner
basis representation for f. Otherwise there must be another syzygy which will allow us
to again lower the degree and so eventually obtain a Grabner basis representation of f.
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As an example of the above situation let
F= {y~-Y2- Yltyix2-Y2+ Yt + 1, (Y2+ Yt)x2+ I}.
It is readily checked that F is a Grobner basis in R[x], where R = k[Yt, Y2] and k is
a field. The corresponding sequence of vectors MiL is MO={Y~-Y2-Yt}, M t=
{x(y~-Y2-Yt)}, and M2={X2(y~_Y2- Yt), yix2-Y2+ Yt + 1, (Y2+Yt)x2+ 1). We note that
B=(-I'Y2+Yt+1, Y2-Yi-Yt-l) is a syzygy of C2={Y~-Y2-Y"yi, Y2+Yt}. From
Proposition 3.3 we know that F is also a Szekeres basis, and, indeed, we obtain in this
instance of (3.2) that Vo= -1 and Vt =O.
4. Greatest Common Divisors
In this section we assume that the ring R is a unique factorization domain (UFO) and
that x is a single variable. We will show that if F is a Grabner basis in R[x] with greatest
common divisor equal to. 1, then the same is true for the leading coefficients of the
polynomials in F. We will apply the result when R is replaced by R[y], for a UFO R in
order to obtain information about the leading coefficients g(y) and, in turn about their
leading coefficients, etc.
We continue the notation of section 1. So let F =U;, ... ,f,} be a subset of R[x]. We
define the subsets R, ~h and Wi of F, as in section 2. Let J1.i denote the common degree
of the polynomials in F,.
LEMMA 4.1. Let d, gt, . . • , s-J e R and let d* =GCO(gt, .. " g,,).lfd Id " and d *I(g;/ d)f
for all i =1, ... , n, then d If.
PROOF. Since d* I(g;/ d)f for all i, we obtain on dividing by d* / d that d I(g;/ d*)f, for
all i. Then since the GCO(gt! d *, .. . , g,,/ d*) =1 we get that d If.
LEMMA 4.2. Let Fbe a Grabner basis and assume thatf e (F) . If degf <J1. h then f e (~i-t).
PROOF. This is immediate from Theorem 1.1(2).
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that F is a Grabner basis and GCO(F) =GCO(ft, ... ,f,) =1. Then
J1.o =0, that is, Fo is contained in R.
PROOF. Since GCO(F) = 1, we may write 1=I:=t hJi where the hi are polynomials with
coefficients in the quotient field of R. Clearing denominators of the coefficients of the hi,
we obtain a non-zero element a of R in the ideal (F). Then 0 =deg a ~ J1.o implies by
Lemma 4.2 that a e (Fo). From Proposition 2.3, Fo is a Grabner basis and so from Theorem
1.1(2) we see J1.o=O.
The main result of the section is the following
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose that Fis a Grabner basis in R[x] and that J1.o = O. Let d, = GCO( Wi)'
Then for all f e F; we have d, If. SO also, d,Iffor all f e s;
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PROOF. The proof is by induction on i. Since ~o:= 0, Fo:= <&0, and the result is true for
i:=O. Assume the result for 0, I, ... , i-I. Take f =S~IX~' + SItI_IXIt,-1 +... + SoE F;. We
will show by backwards induction on ~ that d/I s~, for ~ = ~i> ~/-1, ... , I, O. Since Sltl E <&,
the initial step in the induction is valid. So assume inductively that the result is valid for
~/, ~/-1, ... , ~+ 1. We adopt the following notation for any integer A:
1 (f) = {so+slx+, . '+SAX A if A~O
A 0 if A<0
HA(f)={)+1 (f-1A( f) if A~O
f if A<0.
For any integer j such that 0:5 j < i, let f' = rIt]xlt] + 'It) 1x ltr 1+ ... + '0 E Fj and consider
h = ~. Hltr ltl+It(f')f - ~. HIt(f)j'xa, ,
where
if ~j-~/+~~O
if ~j-~/+~<O.
Then
h = ~. HIt]-ItI+It(f')(I~(f)+Hit(f)xlt+t) - ~. H~(f)(Iltrltl+It(f')+ Hltrltl+It(f')xb)xa
I I
where
b={O~j-~/+~+1 if ~j-~i+~~O
if ~j - ~/+ JL < O.
Since a+ b = JL + 1 we see that
h := ~. Hltrlt,+It(f') lit(f) - ~. H~(f)l~rlt'+It(f')xa.
I ,
If s~ ~ 0, then
while if ~j - ~/+~ < 0, then 1/d/HJJ.(f)l~rlt,+~(f')xa= O. In either case, h e (F), and
deg h <~;, and so from Lemma 4.2 we get that h e (9'/-1)' Now from Proposition 2.3 fJ';-1
is a Grabner basis, and so from Theorem 1.1(1) we see that
It(h) E Lt(9'/_I) =(Go, G1xlt" ... , G/_1x lt,-,).
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From the above then, we see that if /Lj - /Lj + /L 2: 0 we get
while if /Lj - /Lj + /L < 0,
Since dj-tl rl-'J-I-'I+I-' , and dj-J = GCO(<;g,-t) we have in either case that dj_tl(rl-'/ dj)sw Now
this is valid for all f' E [Fj-t and <;g.-t is all the rl-'J's as f' ranges over all of [Fj-t, and thus
from Lemma 4.1 we have that d,Isl-' as desired.
Combining Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 4.3 we obtain
COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose that F is a Griibner basis in R[x] and that GCO(F) = 1. Let
d, = GCO( <;gj)' Then for ail f E F; we have d, If. SO also, d, Iffor all f E [Fj.
COROLLARY 4.6. Suppose that F is a Griibner basis in R[x] and that GCO(F) = 1. Then
GCD(G)= 1.
This example shows that the result of Theorem 4.4 is false if the assumption that /Lo =0
is omitted. Let k be a field and let R=k[Yt>Y2]' In R[x] let F={(Yt+1)(Ytx+Y2),
(Y2+ I)(Yt x+ Y2)}' Then F is a Grabner basis in R[x]. (Indeed, F is a Grabner basis in
the ring k[Yt> Y2, x] with coefficients in k.) However, the conclusion of Theorem 4.4 does
not hold since do= Yt and Yt does not divide f for any fE F. Note that /Lo= 1.
Consider x = {Xt, ... ,xm} with lexicographical ordering such that Xt < X2 < ... < Xm.
We continue to assume that R is a UFO. Let F be a Grabner basis in R[x] such that
GCO(F) = 1. Let G(l) denote the leading coefficients of the polynomials in F with respect
to the single variable Xm • Thus the polynomials in G(l) are polynomials in X t , ••• , xm - t •
From Corollary 4.6, we see that GCO(G(l» = 1. Further by Proposition 2.1, we have
that G(l) is a Grabner basis in R[xt, . . . , xm-tl. Inductively, define G(i) to be the leading
coefficients of the polynomials in G(i -1) with respect to the single variable Xm-i+t.Then
GCO( G(i» = 1. Moreover, by Lemma 4.3, there is a polynomial in F which does not
involve the variable Xm • Similarly, there is a polynomial in G(i) which does not involve
the variable Xm_j. So, in particular we conclude
COROLLARY 4.7. Let x ={x t, ... , xm}with lexicographicalorderingsuch that Xt< X2 < ... <
Xm. Assume that R is a UFO. Let F = {It, ... ,I,} be a Griibner basis in R[x] such that
GCO(F) = 1. Then GCO(lt(ft), ... , It(f,» = 1.
This is the converse of the well known statement for t = 2 that if R is a UFO and if
ft,/2 in R[xt> ... , xm] have the property that GCO(lt(ft), It(f2» = 1, then ft>h is a
Grabner basis. The general statement for t =2 is that ft, h is a Grabner basis if and only
if GCD(lt(ftl d), It(f21d» = 1 where d = GCD(ft '/2)'
We would like to thank M. Sweedler and R. Shtokhamer for some helpful comments during the
preparation of this paper.
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